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Radiating Comics
Historical Background Information
The early years of the Cold War engulfed feelings of tension and anxiety among people. The United
States had created the first atomic weapon and used it twice during World War II.. In 1~49, the Soviets
tested their first atomic weapon. Both countries began building and stockpiling nuclear weapons. This
made the possibility of a nuclear war a reality. This atomic scare swept through the United States as
the Cold War slowed cooperation between these two superpowers.
Both countries began testing nuclear weapons. When the United States tested its first hydrogen bomb
in 1954, the wind blew its radioactive ash onto a Japanese fishing boat. When one man died of
complications and the others on board became sick, new light was shed on how radioactive fallout
could affect people. The knowledge of testing and the resulting fallout worried households all over the
world and a new campaign began to end nuclear testing.
Dr. Benjamin Spock, a popular pediatrician of the time, weighed in with his disapproval of nuclear
testing when researchers found radioactive elements in baby teeth. This research proved that
radioactivity .affected the food children ate, and thus affected them, too.
Policy makers used "Bert the Turtle" in a civil defense campaign to teach children to "duck and cover"
under their desks for protection in case of a nuclear attack. It did not take long before these policy
makers realized that their duck and cover campaign was useless for protecting people. So, they began
proposing evacuation plans instead. New highways were built under the Interstate Highway Act of
1956 so that people would have a means of escape. In response to the radioactivity scare, people began
building fallout shelters for protection. These shelters contained enough supplies to last a family for a
few weeks until the worst of the radioactivity had passed.
Pop culture seized upon the radioactivity theme and began producing comic books with characters that
had been affected by radioactivity. Marvel Comics was founded in 1939 and produced a series of
superheroes. In the early 1960s, the company's editor, Stan Lee, began producing comic books relevant
to the times with new characters.
In 1962, Marvel Comics premiered The Incredible Hulk. This comic told a story about a nuclear
scientist named Bruce Banner who had come into contact with a damaging amount of radiation. The
first issue of the comic told how Banner and his colleagues waited in a concrete bunker while a gamma
bomb was about to be tested for the first time. Igor is Banner's assistant as well as a communist spy.
Igor wants Banner's secrets of the gamma rays and even tries to intimidate Banner with his fists.
Banner, who is a serious scientist and opposes using physical force, tells Igor to be quiet. When the
countdown begins, Banner suddenly spots a teenager driving through the test area. Banner tells Igor to
hold the countdown while he warns the boy to get out of the way. When Banner throws the orphan boy
into a protective trench, Igor deviously pushes the button and it is too late for Banner. Banner finds
himself unprotected and immersed in gamma rays.
This high dosage of radiation turns Banner into a green monster that uses force to get what he wants.
The Hulk becomes Banner's alter ego and the adventures continue as Banner changes from scientist to
Hulk when fits of rage strike him. The Incredible Hulk became an immediate best seller and showed
people that the scientist who invented this gamma bomb was much more dangerous in comparison to
the green monster who could only inflict a little amount of pain on his random but accurate targets.
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